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A Search for Safe Spaces
PACT Seeking Local Businesses to become Safe Place Partners
Hoosier Hills PACT will be bringing an organization
Safe Place to go.
called “Safe Place” to Orange County. Safe Place is an
According to nationalsafeplace.org, “providing Safe
outreach and protection program for young people in need
Place as a resource for youth provides a safety net for
of physical or mental help and immediate safety.
them, thereby strengthening families and communities.”
Safe Place began in 1983 by a YMCA teen shelter in
As of January 2019, more than 12,000 youth per year have
Louisville, Kentucky. The program made its way to Indiana
received help from Safe Place.
in 1987, and it is now nationwide. Safe
“It is essential to keep our youth
Place is currently in nineteen counties in
safe, and Safe Place is doing just that,”
“We’re just trying to
Indiana and spreading.
said Janet Harrison, Youth Services
get the word out about Coordinator for Hoosier Hills PACT.
Hoosier Hills PACT recently became a
licensed Safe Place agency, which means
If a child is unaware of where a Safe
what it is and how Safe
they are now responsible for setting up
Place might be, they can text the word
Place can help youth in “SAFE” and their location to 4HELP
all Safe Place areas in our community.
our area.”
A community can have a Safe Place at
(44357) to find the nearest Safe Place,
local businesses, libraries, fire stations,
but this number is not yet live. Safe
Janet Harrison
YMCAs, public buses, etc. Safe Places can
Places can be easily distinguished by the
Youth Services Coordinator
be occupied by a child eighteen years
yellow, diamond shaped sign, which is a
for Hoosier Hills PACT
old and younger who is in danger and in
universal symbol for youth safety.
need of assistance.
The most common Safe Places,
Someone in need of aid can go to a Safe
aside from the Hoosier Hills PACT office itself, are local
Place and receive the proper care until
businesses. Any local business can be a Safe Place; the
staff from Hoosier Hills PACT arrives.
staff of the business will just need to learn about the
Runaways, someone who finds
procedures through an orientation hosted by Hoosier
themselves in the presence
Hills PACT. Nanna’s Bakery is one local business in Orange
of drugs or alcohol at a
County dedicated to becoming a Safe Place, and they will be
party or someone
starting orientation in the next couple of weeks.
trying to distance
“We’re just trying to get the word out about what it
themselves
is and how Safe Place can help youth in our area,” said
from an
Harrison.
abusive
Hoosier Hills PACT is currently recruiting
partner
businesses and organizations in Orange County
are a few
who would like to become a certified Safe
scenarios
Place. If any businesses in the community are
in which a
interested in becoming a Safe Place, contact Janet
child might
Harrison at 812-723-5378 or janet.harrison@
Story by
senior
be looking for a
pactchangeslives.com.
Sara
Kesterson

NEWS BRIEFS
Sold
Out
The tickets allotted for
Paoli fans have been
sold out for tomorrow’s
Regional game. Doors
will open at 9 a.m. with
the Paoli game starting
at 10 a.m.

Mr. PHS
Showdown
On March 12 at 6
p.m., senior boys will
compete against one
another for the title of
“Mr. PHS.” Admission
for the event is $3. The
boys will participate in
categories including
formal wear, talent
and physical activity.
The winner of Mr. PHS
will receive $200 and a
pair of sunglasses from
Harmon, Petty and Cole,
and their coordinator
will also receive a pair.

Prom Ticket
Information
Prom tickets will go
on sale the week after
spring break. Tickets
for juniors and guests
are $40. PHS senior
prom tickets will be $10.
Invitied guests for the
night cannot exceed
20 years of age.
Follow us @phsmedianews
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SWEET
VICTORY
Rams Back Home
for Regional Game
It had been a drought of 11 years before
the Rams took the win against an impressive
Crawford County team on the night of March 2
to secure the Sectional Championship. Since the
previous Sectional Championship in 2008, the
PHS boys basketball team had not experienced
much success. To put things in perspective, the
senior players this season had not won a game
of Sectional their entire high school career,
until this past week. The championship marked
something long awaited in the Paoli community.
The Rams finished their regular reason with
an impressive 20-3 record in regular season
play and 6-0 in the conference. The Rams have
wasted no time since their Sectional victory and
have since been busy preparing for the LintonStockton Miners, who they will be playing in

The 2019 Sectional Championship team pose with the coaching
staff and cheerleaders after Saturday night’s win over Crawford
County with a score of 59-45. Photo by Heather Nichols

the first round of Regional. Tip off will take
place at 10 a.m. with doors opening at 9 a.m.
The Rams previously faced off against the
Miners in their season opener and fell 67-62.
“I felt we were timid the first time we
played Linton. We hadn’t played any games
together or had many practices. This match-up
will be different because our team chemistry
has come a long way since the beginning of
the season, and we are playing really good
basketball right now,” said senior point guard
Ty Lawson.
Varsity coach Dusty Cole, along with the
rest of the coaching staff, are looking for ways
to prepare the team and continue the level of
basketball they are playing.
“This week is definitely not going to be a
normal week, but we are trying to prepare our
kids and stay as close to our routine as possible.
Our kids always practice hard, and they always
do whatever is asked of them. I don’t expect
that to change at all,” said Cole.
The two remaining teams in the Regional
include the Tell City Marksmen and the
Southwestern Rebels. If the Rams beat LintonStockton in the first round, they will compete
for a Regional title against the winner of Tell
City and Southwestern. This match-up is the
second game of the day and will begin at 12
p.m. or at the conclusion of game one.
The Southwestern Rebels are the number
one ranked 2A boys basketball team in the state.

With an impressive 25-1 record, the Rebels
look to keep their hot streak alive, as they are
the favorite of the four teams to move on to
Semi-State. The Tell City Marksmen have an
impressive record as well, currently possessing
a 20-5 overall record. The Rams previously
played Tell City at Tell City and fell with a final
score of 61-62.
Cole realizes the difficulty of the Regional
and knows the team will have to put together a
strong string of games to advance to Semi-State.
“Our Regional is the best in the state. There
are 92 wins coming into our Regional on
Saturday. I expect a full house Saturday, and it
could be standing room only. It should be fun,
and I am glad I get the chance to do it with this
group of guys,” said Cole.
The championship game will begin at
8 p.m. with doors opening at 7 p.m. The Rams
hope to see a big crowd as they continue their
tournament run.
“We would like to thank everyone who has
shown support this year. We have been very
humbled by the amount of
nice words and kind acts
that have been given to us
throughout the year. There
are times we can be very
proud to be living in Paoli,
Story by
and one of those times is Story by
senior
senior
right now,” said Cole.
Jace
Madison
Street

Ingle
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Math Celebration Returns With Pi
The numerals of the date March 14 resemble
the mathematical symbol of pi, resulting in it being
known as Pi Day. It is an annual appreciation of
mathematics and pie eating.
Math teacher Jackie Bosley brought the
celebration to PHS in 1998. After a few years of
doing it, she began to encourage other teachers to
participate as well.
Bosley would host pi digit
memorization contests, play games, sing
songs about pi, decorate the halls, find
the area of a pie plate and eat pie. Bosley
had retired, but continued to teach after her
position was not filled. The responsibility
of the Pi Day celebration was handed off to
math teacher Adam Stroud.
“Mrs. Bosley always made such a big deal
about it, and when she retired, we wanted to keep it
going in her honor,” said Stroud.

Bosley’s enthusiasm for the holiday took place
within her classroom. Stroud plans to make the
celebration schoolwide in what he calls a “Pi Day
Extravaganza.” Students and teachers will go to class
normally on a gold schedule. At the end of the day, the
the entire school will gather in the auditorium where
three events will take place. It will start off with a pie
eating contest with a student from each grade, a trivia
game show and a digit memorization contest.
“I’m thrilled with what Mr. Stroud
is doing with Pi Day this year. I have
always had the intent to extend the Pi Day
celebration from my classroom into a schoolwide activity but just never got it organized,”
said Bosley.
Media students are creating promotive
Story by
advertisements and commercials for the
freshman
event. Students can look forward to a new Pi Joz
Kempf
Day celebration on March 14.

Art by Brycen Long

Youth First Program on Agenda for March
If the School Board approves, Paoli Schools will be a part of Youth
First, which is an organization that brings a social worker into a school
system for the students. A social worker is a trained professional who
helps those going through challenging times.
“Founded in 1998, Youth First, Inc. is a 501(c)3 organization based in
Evansville, Indiana and serves Indiana youth and families. Youth First is
governed by a Board of Directors and funded by charitable
donations, grants and fees for services. Youth First
exists to transform and strengthen the lives of young
people and their families,” said the Youth
First website.
Adding this program will cost the
school approximately $33,000.
“The total amount is about $90,000.
One third would come from Youth First,
one third would come from the school
corporation and one third would come
from community partners. Youth First would coordinate getting
sponsors,” said Superintendent Greg Walker.
The school will have to raise this money by July 1 in order
to have the social worker in the school by the fall of 2019. Walker
also encouraged the Board members to consider using the Casino Fund
money in order to accomplish the goal of getting a social worker at PHS.
The Youth First social worker will provide a wide variety of
prevention and early intervention strategies for the school community.
Youth First is the only program that brings master level social workers

into school systems.
Schools around PHS, such as Springs Valley and Orleans, have
social workers in their school systems. SVHS has encouraged PHS
administration to get involved with this program because their social
worker has benefited their students.
“Having her available to meet the needs of our struggling students
has been a huge benefit. It did not take long for our students
to recognize a new resource and utilize that resource to
help them,” said Springs Valley High School Principal Kyle
Neukam.
However, this will only happen if it is
approved by the School Board and if the school
can make funds available.
“Proof of our results can be witnessed
through independent evaluations
with measurable outcomes and by
testimonials from those who have been
touched by our programs.
Those who engage with us
will benefit by being part of a better, stronger, healthier
community in which to live, work and raise a family,” said the
Youth First website.
The administration believes adding Youth First resources
will benefit students of all ages. The School Board is set to vote Story by
sophomore
on the issue in the March meeting.
Faith
Wilder
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Drug Testing Policy Being Discussed
Since accepting the position,
Superintendent Greg Walker has
realized the importance and need
for a policy to be implemented
pertaining to drug use and the
ability to drug test students. By
putting a policy into place, he is
hoping to lessen or even eliminate
drug use among students. This
policy will cover the ability to drug
test students, both randomly and
targeted toward those who are
believed to be under the influence.
Walker was a former
administrator at Brownstown
Central High School, where he
implemented a similar policy in
2015, which was proven to be
extremely successful. Several
schools around the state have
similar policies as well, and these
have had positive influences at
their respective schools.
According to the 2018-2019
Student Handbook, there is
a current policy in place for
substance abuse and disciplinary
actions pertaining to substance
abuse, but lacks a policy that gives
the administration the ability
to drug test students. The policy
currently reads that no student
may be in the possession of illegal
substances on the school campus.

School officials may discover a
there is a reasonable suspicion
violation through: a) voluntary
they might be under the influence
admission; b) finding by school
of a substance.
officials, based upon observations
“We will hold a community
and/or first hand information. For
meeting to discuss the policy and
the full text of the policy you can
answer any questions that arise.
refer to the PHS website.
The School Board would then vote
Walker believes that by
whether or not to implement the
adding this policy to the Student
policy,” said Walker.
Handbook, there will only be
Springs Valley High School
positive effects.
Principal Kyle Neukam and the
“I like that
staff there have
“We will hold a
the policy gives
a similar policy
students another
community meeting to pertaining
reason to ‘say
substance
discuss the policy and to
no’ when faced
abuse and the
answer any questions disciplinary
with a decision
whether or not
that arise. The School actions in the
to try drugs.
case that one
Board would then
If students
is under the
vote whether or not to influence.
test positive,
it gives us an
SVHS
implement the policy.”
opportunity to
also gives
• Superintendent Greg Walker administrators
get them help
and potentially
the ability
save their life,” said Walker.
to drug test students. In their
The new policy will cover
2018-2019 Student Handbook, it
all students in grades 7-12 who
reads, “When there is reasonable
participate in any extracurricular
suspicion that a student is under
activities, co-curricular activities or drug/alcohol influence, the student
drive to school. Each month school
may be requested to take either a
is in session, twenty students will
Breathalyzer or urine test.” There
be randomly drawn for testing.
are specific disciplinary actions
Students could also be tested if
that are taken into consideration

SUPER BURGER
Home of the Newk!
600 W. Main St,
Paoli, IN 47454
(812) 723-4445

when deciding on the student’s
punishment. The policy also gives
the school administration the final
authority in all these situations.
Orleans High School’s drug
policy is almost identical to that of
Springs Valley’s policy. Likewise,
the administration will be the final
authority in substance abuse cases.
Springs Valley High School and
Orleans High School both have
similar punishments for students
who do not pass the drug test.
The disciplinary action includes a
suspension anywhere from 3-10
days, and the student is required
to schedule a substance abuse risk
assessment. Once both of these
tasks have been completed, the
student may return to school.
With two of the three Orange
County schools already having
drug testing policies for their
students, the administration’s
interest in considering
a a policy at Paoli is not
unexpected.
If the School Board
votes in favor to
implement this policy, it
would take effect during
Story by
the 2019-2020 school
senior
year.
Madison
Street
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Lowery’s Farewell Bittersweet
He is the voice people hear as they stroll through
the hallways, the teacher who teaches some of the most
important life lessons and the coach in the middle of the
football huddle prepping a 50 player team for a Sectional
win.
Jeremy Lowery has been the head football coach
and JAG instructor for two years. In Lowery’s short time
as head coach, he accomplished a 21-4 record and two
conference wins, along with a Sectional title this past
season.
On February 12, Lowery was officially hired as La
Porte High School’s new head football coach and strength
coach. La Porte is located in Northern Indiana and is
about 35 miles from where Lowery himself graduated
high school.
“This was a hard decision because I love my job at
Paoli. My experience at Paoli has been incredible. The
relationships built here with our students, faculty and
staff members and our administration has made a lasting
impression on me and my family,” said Lowery.
The news was bittersweet to hear for all who have
worked with Lowery.
Athletic Director and former assistant football coach
Darek Newkirk was just as thrilled to hear the news as he
was saddened.
“Over the past few years, it’s been great to know
and work with Coach Lowery. When he first came here,
we coached offensive line together, and I learned a
lot from him. These past few years, I was the athletic
director when he was the coach. We had a great working
relationship,” said Newkirk. “He works well with others,
cares about the kids, Paoli and football. He is very
passionate and is a go-getter full of energy. I will miss our
conversations not only about football, but about life. I
wish the very best for him at La Porte.”
Lowery’s impression on the faculty expands further
to Offensive Coordinator Neil Dittmer, who coached with
Lowery for eight years.
“His passion and knowledge of football has helped me
grow as a coach and as a person. He truly cares about the
success of each one of his players and coaches he works
with and wants nothing but the best for them. I have been
very lucky to have been able to coach with him,” said
Dittmer.
Lowery found a way to be both a coach and a friend
to all players. Senior Tyson Lawson played for Lowery
in his two years as head coach along with his years as an
assistant coach.

Former Head Coach Jeremy Lowery gives the team a pep talk
at the Regional football game. Photo by Emma McCrary
“Coach Lowery has impacted my life both on and off
the field. Not only did he help me grow as an athlete,
but he also helped me grow as a person. He’s taught me
so many life lessons that I’ll thankfully have for the rest
of my life. Most importantly, he was a role model and
someone I could come to with anything, and I thank him
for that,” said Lawson.
Lowery’s last days at PHS were spent bidding
farewells and thanking everyone for all the help in his
years at Paoli.
“I want to thank everyone for their amazing
commitment, support and love for our football program
here. I will forever cherish the friendships and
memories this school and community has given
my family,” said Lowery. “I want everyone
to rest assured that our football and JAG
programs will continue go on and accomplish
great things in the future. I know this because
I have witnessed the drive and passion in the
Story by
hearts of our students. I know we will all strive sophomore
Maggie
to BE OUR BEST!”
Vincent
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JAG Seeking
Replacement
Recently, JAG teacher
and head football coach
Jeremy Lowery announced
that he would be leaving
PHS for the opportunity to
coach football in La Porte,
Indiana.
As many may know,
Lowery taught JAG class,
or Jobs for America’s
Graduates. The class
helped students look
toward the future and get
a better understanding
of leadership traits and
qualities and how to enter
a field of work and advance
further into it.
Applications for
the open position were
emailed to the staff of PHS
to see if any current staff
members were interested
in the job. The deadline
for the applications was
February 20. After that
date, administrators will
reach out to Vincennes
University for help with the
interview process and will
eventually hire someone to
fill the position. Until then,
substitute teachers will be
filling in the class.
“It is a great class that
is an asset to our students,
especially those who are
unsure of what to do after
high school,” said Principal
Chad Johnson.
The
administration
is working
with
Vincennes to
fill the position Story by
freshman
as soon as
Michael
possible.
Hannon
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Sophomore Brycen Ward and
freshman Baylee Craner take
aim at the archery meet at
North Harrison. Photo by Chloe Elliott

On Target for State
Tomorrow 24 members of the
high school archery team, and
one junior high qualifier will be
headed to Indianapolis for the State
Tournament.
This year, there are
approximately 60 archers on the
team, including students from
fourth to twelfth grade.
This season the team has
traveled to Seymour Invitational
and North Harrison’s State
Qualifier Competition, and traveled
to Henryville on February 23.
At the Seymour Invitational,
the archers’ scores were not
as high as expected, but they
gained some valuable experience,
and the coaches saw a lot of
improvement from practices. At
the North Harrison Qualifier, the
high school team shot a combined
score of 3,207, which qualified
them to shoot at tomorrow’s State
Tournament.
The junior high and elementary
teams did not qualify for the
State Tournament, but they
are continuing to work toward
improvement.
“My goals for the teams this
year include to continue to improve

on personal scores; raise the 15
meter scores for each archer;
qualify for State, Nationals, and
the Worlds Open and strive for
improvement in each archer’s
technique,” said Woolston.
Woolston and the other
coaches hope to see the archers
shooting tighter groupings on their
individual targets. By having tighter
groupings and understanding
where their aiming point is,
hopefully the archers’ scores will
improve dramatically before the
end of the season.
Senior Brayden Rutherford has
been a part of the archery team for
four years.
“Patience is key. Without
patience, nothing is accomplished.”
said Rutherford.
Woolston has high hopes for the
future of the team.
“We are very proud
of this group of kids
and their determination
to improve. We are
confident this will
translate to higher
Story by
scores, leading to
sophomore
more successes,” said
Haley
Owens
Woolston.

Sullivan Construction
171 East Hospital Road,
Paoli, IN 47454

812-723-5640
Megan Sullivan
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SPORTS
1,284
1,286
1,350
Shawn
Buchanan

Keaton
Chastain

Mindy
Jackson
1977-1980

#8

2015-2019

1,222
Kreigh
Hentrup

1,201
David
Zehr

2001-2005

1975-1978

#9

#10

Jacqlyn
Rice
2015-2019

#11

#7

#13

1,165

Morgan
Hunsaker

1,156
Tim
Eubank

1970-1974

2003-2007

#14

1,150

Ty Lawson*

#12

1994-1998

2015-2019

#6

#15

1,130

Ashton
Minton*
2015-2019

1,061

#16

1,873

#1

Evan Seacat
1998-2002

1,650

#2

Scott Combs
1991-1994

(Includes points earned at PHS only.)

1,622

#3

Logan Laswell
2007-2010

1,574

#4
Joe Sibbitt
1990-1994

1,391

#5

1,054

Sophie Sears

Tanner
Wroblewski
2010-2014

2009-2013

#17

Wayne
Tuell

1951-1955

1,051

#18
Leslie
Smith

1,034

1000 CLUB

#19

1,029

Terry
Sprinkle
1977-1980

#20

1,026

This year, the Rams and Lady Rams basketball teams added four players
to the prestigious 1000 point club. Here is the full list of all players in PHS
history, ranked in order of point total, who have scored 1000 points or more
in their high school careers.
Infographic by Jace Ingle, Lauren Umpleby, Dexter Brown, Kyla Lee and Jaclyn Crews

1997-2001

Jeff
Trambaugh
1974-1978

#21

1,015

Gary
Holland

1961-1965

*Current point total.
Players are still in
season.

Know the LINGO

Here are some of the most common terms used
in the topic of mental health to help gain a better
understanding of these issues.
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Dissociative Identity Disorder:
A disorder in which two or more
personalities are present.
Schizophrenia: A chronic and
severe mental disorder that
affects how a person thinks,
feels and behaves.
Major Depression: A disorder
in which a person feels intense
sadness or numbness for
extended periods of time.
Trigger: A situation or object
that can activate the symptoms
of someone’s mental illness.
Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders
(DSM): A manual used to
identify mental disorders.
Cognitive Behavioral
Therapy: A treatment involving
psychosocial intervention of
mental illness.
Selective Serotonin Reuptake
Inhibitors (SSRI): A class of
medication used to treat a
range of disorders.
Episode: The state of being
heavily afflicted by a symptom
of mental illness.
Manic: The state of heightened
mood typically associated with
bipolar disorder.
Bipolar Disorder: A disorder
categorized by fluctuating
depressive episodes to manic
episodes, also referred to as
manic depression.
Infographic by Chandler Hinton
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MENTAL
911
Bill to Provide Mental Health Dollars
According to the National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI),
School Corporation (PCCSC), was one of the three
one in five youth live with a mental health condition, but less
schools chosen in this grant, and they received a total of
than half of these individuals get the proper treatment for them.
$177,353.
Because so many young people suffer from mental illnesses,
Perry Central High School Principal Jody French
schools and now lawmakers have made the effort to create
believes the goal of this grant is to work with students
positive changes regarding mental health service accessibility to
as much as possible, and PCCSC has implemented
students.
programs and practices to do just that. PCCSC has
Paoli collaborates with a few programs which allows students started screenings for K-12 students to test their
to have easy access to mental health help. Wraparound Services
social and emotional state through a program called
is a program in which a student can receive their own case
Panorama. Panorama helps educators see students’
manager from Life Springs, a mental health clinic, to help with
strengths and weaknesses so proper training can be held
whatever issue they are having. Ireland Home Based Services
in those areas.
provides a case manager who comes directly to the home and
Guidance counselor Brandi Kerley believes PHS
incorporates the family of the student. This is especially
can benefit from mental health screenings or
helpful to those who do not have transportation
programs such as Panorama.
to clinics or therapists. Lastly, if a student is in
“If we had a way to implement in“One
“crisis,” PHS will connect them with workers
school
screenings we might be able
in five youth
from Bloomington Meadows Hospital or
to catch something a student is
live with a mental
Wellstone Regional Hospital, two local
dealing with,” said Kerley.
mental health clinics.
In addition to that, the
health condition, but
Indiana lawmakers are currently
school
has partnered with
less than half of these
proposing a bill that would help bring
Virtual Consult and Life Springs,
individuals get the
funding to schools for more programs to
two local counseling services.
support mental health conditions.
Individuals from Virtual Consult have
proper treatment
In 2019’s session, District 1 Senator Frank
their own dedicated office space in the
for them.”
Mrvan proposed Senate Bill SB354, and it
school building.
covers mental health education and screenings
“By being on campus, parents do not have
within schools. The bill is described to ensure school
to miss work for students to see their therapist,” said
curriculums include mental health wellness education, provide
French.
mental health screenings to students with parental consent
A lot of training has been provided for the PCCSC
and require the Department of Education to provide a school
staff on these subjects. Their staff has been trained
cooperation with resources regarding mental health wellness.
through other programs to help them become a
SB354 was authored on January 10, 2019 by Mrvan and was
Trauma Informed school, an organizational structure
referred to the Committee of Education and Career Development
and treatment that involves understanding,
on that same day. As of March 8, 2019, no other actions have
recognizing and responding to the effects of all types
been recorded on the bill.
of trauma.
In September of 2018, the Substance Abuse and Mental
NAMI strongly supports mental health
Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) granted a total of nine
screenings in any circumstances, but especially in
million dollars over the course of five years to three Indiana
schools. They also believe a school’s staff should be
school districts to essentially help improve mental health
able to see early warning signs and be trained to
programs. Along with these schools working with the Indiana
discuss mental health issues with families.
Department of Education (IDOE) to help achieve that mission,
Having bills such as SB354 even being proposed
by
another mission was to have the schools pair up with their local
creates a conversation involving mental health and Story
senior
community centers to improve mental health and wellness in
will hopefully lead to change NAMI, SAMHSA and
Sara
Kesterson
the area. A neighboring school to PHS, Perry Central Community
many other organizations are trying to make.
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Local Resources in Place

Art by Brycen Long

Mental health is a person’s condition with
regard to their psychological and emotional wellbeing. Mental health issues are issues people face
every day. Guidance counselors Brandi Kerley and
Rachel Robinson are coming up with ways to help
improve students’ mental health.
Along with the two guidance counselors, PHS is
hoping to hire have a social worker through Youth
First to come in and help with certain situations.
“A social worker would be highly beneficial
so three counselors could help with social and
emotional needs,” said Kerley.
Robinson is also trying to come up with ways
to help students.
“I want students to know it is okay to ask for
help when they feel they are struggling, and it
is important to be able to identify trusted adults
to help them through a difficult time. My advice
to kids struggling with mental illness is to know
they are not alone. Many individuals struggle
with mental illness, and it is necessary to reach
out for support to find coping skills that work best
for them. It is important to put mental health at
the top of our priority list so we can be the best
version of ourselves,” said Robinson.
If talking to the counselors is not enough,
there are other places students can get help
as well. Wraparound is a facility located in
Southern Indiana and is for people who have
severe emotional problems as well as issues at
school or at home. Ireland Home Based Services
provides crucial services to children, families
and different people who suffer with disabilities.
Ireland Home Based Services is located in
different parts of Indiana, such as Evansville
and Bloomington. Lifesprings is also in different
parts of Indiana, such as Salem, Corydon and New
Albany. This facility is used to help with providing
comprehensive behavioral health, addiction
and primary services. Meadows is used to help
with anyone who is having trouble with internal
thoughts and behavior. This facility is located in
Spring Valley, Salem and Bloomington.
Lastly, Wellstone is located in
Jeffersonville. This facility is for helping
people get in a better state of mind.
“We are hoping that talking to
Mrs. Robinson or me or going to some
facility will help at least improve mental Story by
freshman
health,” said Kerley.
Corrine
Magner
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ARTISTIC
MARKS

Throop Ceilings Get Upgrade

This semester, the junior high art II
students are painting ceiling tiles for 22 Throop
Elementary faculty members. The group of art
students consists entirely of eighth graders, and
it is modeled after the projects done by higher
level art students for the high school.
The first step of the
project was to assign
a student a ceiling tile
to paint for a teacher.
Some teachers were
able to choose the
student who designed
their tile. Elementary
faculty members paid
ten dollars for their
tile. The students had
to get in contact with
the faculty member
and discuss what kind
of design or image
they wanted on their
Eighth grader Max Newkirk
works on his tile for Throop tile. Then, it was up to
teacher Karen Johnson’s
the student to create a
classroom.
few sketches and rough
drafts for the faculty member to choose from.
After that the students started creating the tile,
and they have about a week to complete the
piece.
The junior high students are up to the task
and hope to reconnect with their childhood
during the project.
“I’m really excited to have the opportunity
to work with my teachers from my past. I am
very familiar with Throop, and this project will
help visually improve the building,”
said eighth grader River Fleming.
Along with the students, art
teacher Chris Jones is very excited
about this project
“I have a tremendously talented
group of junior high classes this
Story by
junior
semester, and I am excited to see
Kaden
what they create,” said Jones.
Lewellyn

1

3

2

1. Eighth grader Ellie Sims paints ceiling tile for
first grade teacher Debbie Wilson. 2. Eighth grader
Andrew Kumpf works on ceiling tile for his mother,
Katie Kumpf. 3. Eighth grader Emilie Bobbitt paints
a ceiling tile for Throop teacher Danielle Kendall.
4. Eighth grader Austin Benales works on a ceiling
tile for fourth grade teacher Aaron Hannon.
All photos by Maddy McDonald
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Hannon Raves Over Hansen Book

“Have you ever felt like nobody was there?
Have you ever felt forgotten in the middle of
nowhere? Have you ever felt like you could
disappear? Like you could fall, and no one
would hear?”
Let that lonely feeling wash away because
you are not alone, and the book Dear Evan
Hansen is here to show you that.
This book started out as a musical, but was
put on print by Steven Levenson. When readers
first open the book, they
are greeted by three
simple words: Dear
Evan Hansen. This is
how Mark Evan Hansen,
the main character,
starts his day. However,
he usually goes by just
Evan Hansen.
Evan Hansen seems
like a typical teenage
boy, but he has a little
more depth to him than
what meets the eye. He

suffers from a social anxiety disorder, which
makes simple interactions with people very
taxing. Even trying to talk to the girl he likes,
Zoe Murphy, is proved a difficult task. With his
parents being divorced, his dad living states
away and his mom constantly working as a
nurse to pay the bills, Evan is often left alone.
His psychologist, Dr. Sherman, encourages him
to write letters to himself every day, with the
greeting “Dear Evan Hansen,” followed by a
positive outlook.
The story then takes a turn when a student
at Evan’s school and his crush’s brother, Connor
Murphy, takes his letter and reads it. When
Connor saw Evan’s cast on his arm from when
he fell from a tree and noticed that nobody had
signed it, he signs it and then leaves, taking
Evan’s letter with him. Evan worried that all of
his thoughts would be out in the open for the
world to see as he waits until he gets his letter
back. When neither Connor nor his sister Zoe
show up to school for a few days, he starts to get
worried. That is when he receives the shocking
news that Connor Murphy had committed

suicide.
The story takes another turn when Evan
is brought into the situation because Connor’s
parents, who had read the letter, thought
Connor wrote it for him. Evan does whatever he
can to make sure that Connor Murphy, the boy
who went unnoticed, remains in people’s minds.
The story is a great read for anyone. The
emotion that Levenson is able to portray is
amazing. There are times when you can feel the
joy and heartbreak the characters are feeling.
The book has the perfect amount of serious
moments and humor, and many teens will be
able to connect with and understand them.
Readers should be aware that there is some
language unsuitable for younger
audiences and topics readers may
find difficult to cope with, such as
mental illnesses and suicide. Once
you dive into this book, you will
experience many emotions, and you
will find yourself caught up in the
Story by
life of Evan Hansen and the death of freshman
Michael
Connor Murphy.

Each issue, we will introduce you to a very important
person you should get to know. This issue, we talked to
senior Jesse Pease.

MEET the VIP

Q: Why aren’t eyebrows
considered facial hair?
Jesse: Because Dale says so.

Q: Who’s more likely to take
over the world – robots or
aliens?
Jesse: Me! My name is Dale.

Q: If you became king of the
worms, what would be the first
thing you’d do?
Jesse: Name every worm Dale.

Q: Can crop circles be
square?
Jesse: r2, duh.

π

Hannon

Q: Why is it called a building
when it’s already built?
Jesse: Because it wouldn’t
be build if someone wasn’t
building it.

Q: Why doesn’t McDonald’s sell
hot dogs?
Jesse: They’re busy still fixing
the ice cream machine.
Q: If ghosts can walk through walls
and glide down stairs, why don’t they
fall through the floor?
Jesse: If you can’t see ghosts, how do
you know they don’t?

Q: What’s the most useless fruit?
Jesse: Pineapple. What idiot goes,
“Wow, this tastes good like an apple
but looks like a pine cone?”

Q: Is it still illegal to park next to a
fire hydrant even if your car is on
fire?
Jesse: Wait...
My truck’s on fire again?

Q: What time was it
when the first clock was
made?
Jesse: One o’clock,
because zero o’clock
= 00, zero zero o’clock
= 000, zero zero zero
o’clock = 0000. See my
point?

Story by
senior

Rebekah
Reeves
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PAOLITE STAFF EDITORIAL

If Youth Truly First, Find the Funds

In the next school year, PHS is hoping to
bring a social worker to our school system
to help students facing difficult challenges.
The social worker would be brought to PHS
through the Youth First program, which aims
to aid young people and their families during
challenging times. Our school is in charge of
raising money for the social
worker. In order to have
one on campus, the school
must raise $33,000
by July 1.
If the school were
to have a social worker
at PHS, students would
have easier access to
the help they may need
during trying times. At
surrounding schools, students have already
benefited from Youth First. Both Springs
Valley and Orleans High Schools have seen the
positive results from students who have utilized
their Youth First social workers.
We believe introducing a social worker to
Paoli will not only benefit students’ emotional
health, but also a student’s relationship

with their families. Our staff recognizes the
hardships our peers often experience because
we spend every day with them and see their
struggles first hand. We want our peers to have
easy access to help.
Students within our school face struggles
daily they cannot fix on their own. These
issues often effect a
student’s ability to pay
attention during class,
create and maintain social
relationships and be an
active member of school
activities. With the help of
a social worker, students
would have immediate
access to any assistance
they may need and likely
more resources than the school can currently
provide.
If our School Board strives to make
decisions to best improve the lives of students,
they will make sure funds are available, and
hire social worker from Youth First. The effects
of having a social worker can only improve the
environment of our school.

“If our School
Board strives to make
decisions to best
improve the lives of
students, they will
hire a social worker
from Youth First.”

The Crucial Dress Code Debate
She must be hot...
or hot?

Art by Brycen Long
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Purrfect Therapy Option
Cats are the best creatures on the
planet. Not only are they less annoying,
cuter and cleaner than dogs, they
provide a plethora of health benefits,
both mentally and physically.
The best part of my day is going
home and seeing my cats, Norman,
Murphy, Casper and Misty. I enjoy the
company of cats much more than I do
humans, which is probably why I do
not enjoy the high school experience.
Nothing makes
me happier
than kissing
my cats and
hearing them
purr. There is
actually scientific
evidence
explaining
why cats make
people happy
and improve
their mental
and physical
health, but first,
I will begin
with anecdotal
evidence.
My sister
tore her ACL in
January of 2017
and endured
two months of
presurgical rehabilitation, a surgery in
March and five months of postoperative
physical therapy. This was a very
challenging year for my sister, both
mentally and physically, while she tried
to regain the muscle mass and range
of motion she had lost in her left leg in
time for volleyball season. Sometimes
the toll was too much to handle,
and Lauren would have occasional
emotional breakdowns.
The year of 2017 was also the year
I rescued my tabby cats, Norman and
Murphy. When Lauren was having a
rough day of therapy, the only way I
knew to comfort her was by presenting

my cat to her and asking, “Wanna pet a
tabby cat?” She instantly smiled as her
hand touched his soft fur, which only
proves the mental health benefits of
cats.
Several studies have shown that
owning a cat reduces stress and
anxiety, decreases the risk of heart
disease, decreases loneliness, heals the
body and improves sleep, according to
Goodnet and NBC.
Petting a cat
releases oxytocin,
the bonding
hormone, which
reduces stress
and improves
relaxation. This
reduced stress
can then cause
a decreased risk
of heart disease.
The frequency of
a cat’s purr also
heals the body’s
bones, tendons and
muscles.
Having a cat
also means having
a companion, and
having a companion
results in decreased
loneliness. The
feeling of loneliness
can lead to mental health issues for
many people. A survey conducted
by the Mayo Clinic Center for Sleep
Medicine concluded that people believe
they sleep better because of their cat.
Through my personal bias toward
cats, my personal experience
and my research, I can
confidently proclaim that
cats are the superior species
of Earth. Cats are beneficial
both mentally and physically,
and I strongly believe every
by
person should own and love Story
the dictator
a cat.
Rachel
Umpleby

A Bipolar Life

Diagnosis Not Always Easy to See
We see news stories
about discrimination every
day. Usually, they’re about
racism or sexism, but there’s
a type of discrimination
that’s never talked about:
ableism.
Ableism is a form of
discrimination against
people who have physical
or mental disabilities. I have
bipolar disorder, which some
would go as far as to call a
disability, if they even know
what it is.
Bipolar disorder consists
of episodes of intense
depression followed by
episodes of euphoria where
the world is one big task I
need to accomplish. It’s a
cycle I live through with
the help of medication
and therapy; however, it
is also a cycle I experience
discrimination against
nearly every day.
My disorder is not just
moodiness or “being a
teenager.” If I talk about my
issues, those terms always
come up. My disorder
should not be diminished by
misunderstanding.
People always say that
bipolar disorder isn’t real,
but turn around and have no
idea what the disorder it is,
or they’ll equate it to simple
moodiness. How can you
deny that something exists
when you don’t know what
it is?
I’m not asking you to
become an expert on my
disorder. All I ask is for you
to acknowledge that I’m
going through something.

I just want people to
understand that one hour,
I could be happy, and the
next hour, I’m in bed, crying.
It’s probably not because of
anything you did, it’s just the
way that my brain is wired.
I, and many other students,
understand why people have
a hard time comprehending
this,but taking the time to
learn how mental illnesses
work it can make a world of
difference.
You can help people
with any mental illnesses
by making sure they feel
understood. Be who they
need you to be to get through
their mental illness. When I
say that, I mean be there for
them when they need it and
back off and give them space
when they ask.
I’ll always have bipolar
disorder, which means I’ll
always be impacted. Life is
hard with it, but it’s harder
when I feel misunderstood
for something that’s in my
genetics.
You cannot invalidate
genes. If you think you are
afflicted by bipolar disorder
or any mental illness, there
is hope.
I’ll never have my
disorder cured, but I do
treat it with
medication,
therapy and a
strong support
system. I
don’t suffer
from bipolar
Story by
disorder, I live
sophomore
with bipolar
Chandler
disorder.
Hinton
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1. Eighth grader Ryleigh Anderson performs a solo.
2. Junior Hunter Roach gives a sermon for the role of
Reverend Shaw. 3. Sophomore Libby Padgett, Anderson,
freshman Kylee Charles and freshman Angie Ceja
perform the song “Holding Out For a Hero.” 4. Freshman
Haley Cox and eighth grader AJ Lopez read lines as
Aunt Lulu and Uncle Wes. 5. Freshman Michael Hannon
performs a solo for the role of Ren. 6. Hannon and
juniors Megan Poe, Hunter Roach and Alicia Neale read
lines after the opening number. All photos by Kyla Lee
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Footloose Coming to Stage

Drama Club Performances to Usher in Spring Break

5

We all remember The Lion King, 30
Reasons Not To Be In A Play and The Velveteen
Rabbit. The new school musical the Paoli
Drama Department will now be performing is
Footloose.
Footloose is about a teenage boy from
Chicago named Ren McCormack. He and his
mother move to the small town of Bomont after
his father left them. Ren finds himself at odds
with most of the town, especially Reverend
Moore. Reverend persuaded everyone to outlaw
dancing, which Ren did not agree with. Ariel,
the Reverend’s daughter, and Willard, a country
hick who becomes Ren’s best friend, help Ren
talk the Reverend into letting the teenagers
dance. During all of this, the town recovers
from a devastation that affected them all.
The Drama Club’s production of Footloose
will have a lot more songs than the original
version and some more in-depth character
development.
“It has some fun songs and dances, but it
also has a lot of substance. These are realistic
characters dealing with real problems – loss,
grief, confusion, restlessness, concern for
others, feeling disconnected and more. It has

several strong parts to showcase lots of talent,”
said Director Maria Wishart.
As Wishart prepares for yet another
musical, there are many struggles along the
way. However, it is always worth it in the end.
“Musicals are always a challenge because
there is so much to learn in a short time.
Schedules are always our biggest concern. To
learn a dance, you need everyone there at the
same time. We have a great cast of talented
people and a wonderful group of adults who
help us out,” said Wishart.
Playing the lead roles of Ren and Ariel are
freshman Michael Hannon and sophomore
Libby Padgett.
“I’m really excited to be able to be a part
of this musical. I can’t wait for all the bonds
and experiences I get to have,” said
Hannon.
Footloose will be presented
Thursday, March 21; Friday, March
22 and Saturday, March 23 in the
Ruth Uyesugi Auditorium. More
information about tickets and times Story by
freshman
will be available at a later date.
Gracie
Walls
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Mr. P2019
Mason Buchanan

EDITED BY JADLYN LEE
On March 12 at 6 p.m., the junior class officers will be
hosting the seventh annual Mr. PHS competition. The
cost to attend is $3 per person, plus optional voting for
People’s Choice. The candidates were asked to share some
information about themselves. Here is what they gave us.

Tennis

Booster Club

Michael Campbell

Austin Carmickle

Jordan Clark

CO: Maddie May
Height: 6’ 2”
Eye Color: Brown
Zodiac Sign: Gemini
@yaboishawn

CO: Emily Leone
Height: 6’ 0”
Eye Color: Green
Zodiac Sign: Leo
@Michael26613982

CO: Jacqlyn Rice
Height: 5’ 10”
Eye Color: Brown
Zodiac Sign: Libra
@carmickle0925

CO: Rachel Umpleby
Height: 6’1 ”
Eye Color: Brown
Zodiac Sign: Libra
@jordan_clark_1

Q: Movie that makes you cry?
A: The Notebook
Q: College that you hate and why?
A: Kentucky, because they are cheaters.

Q: Who is your biggest competition and
why?
A: Ty Lawson, because it’s Ty Lawson!
Q: Where’s Waldo?
A: He’s everywhere and inside everyone.

Football

Q: Apple or Android?
A: Apple.
Q: What’s your favorite pickup line?
A: You look familiar, because you look like
my next girlfriend.

Cross Country

Q: Who is your biggest competition
and why?
A: Charlie Meredith, because he’s a stud!
Q: What is your biggest fear?
A: Snakes.

Nick Douthitt

Michael Hall

Jace Ingle
Paolite

POP

CO: Rebekah Reeves
Height: 6’ 0”
Eye Color: Brown
Zodiac Sign: Cancer
@nickdouthitt

CO: Sierra Rodewig
Height: 6’ 0”
Eye Color: Hazel
Zodiac Sign: Gemini

CO: Madison Street
Height: 5’ 11”
Eye Color: Blue Green
Zodiac Sign: Aries
@inglejace

CO: Maggie McGowen
Height: 5’ 6”
Eye Color: Green
Zodiac Sign: Pisces
@doctor_jones01

Paoli Media

Q: What teacher will you miss the most?
A: Mrs. Nichols. I won’t have anyone to
pester in my free time.
Q: Favorite childhood TV show?
A: Spongebob Squarepants.

NHS

Q: If you could be a state, what would
you be?
A: I am already in a constant state of crisis.
Q: What’s your biggest fear?
A: Megahydrothalassphobia.

Q: Where is Waldo?
A: Inside of you.
Q: What’s your favorite pickup line?
A: Are you a parking ticket? Because you’ve
got FINE written all over you.

Isaiah Jones

Q: Who is your biggest competition?
A: Isaiah Jones; “It’s not the mountains we
conquer, but ourselves,” -Edmund Hillary.
Q: What’s your favorite pickup line?
A: Hey, what’s going on?

Ty Lawson

Tyson Line

Dawson Long
Hillcrest

FFA

CO: Keaton Chastain
Height: 5’ 11”
Eye Color: Green
Zodiac Sign: Leo
@ty3lawson

CO: Audrey Manship
Height: 6’ 0”
Eye Color: Green
Zodiac Sign: Cancer
@tyline20

CO: Madison Collins
Height: 6’ 0
Eye Color: Blue
Zodiac Sign: Sagittarius
@dlong_27

CO: Harley Bush
Height: 5’ 8”
Eye Color: Blue
Zodiac Sign: Virgo
@ian.maxwell18

Basketball

Q: Who is your biggest competition?
A: Charlie Meredith, because all around he is a
very high quality guy, gonna be a tough one.
Q: What is your biggest fear?
A: Spiders

Jacob McDonald
Supermileage

CO: Emma Osborn
Height: 6’ 4”
Eye Color: Hazel
Zodiac Sign: Scorpio
@jacobwmcdonald
Q: Who’s your favorite family member?
A: My cow, Betsy.
Q: What was your favorite elementary
school gym game?
A: Paramedic.

Track

Q: Do you know when Jesus Christ was
born?
A: Does anyone?
Q: College that you hate and why?
A: Duke, what is there really to like about it.

Charlie Meredith

Student Council

CO: Joni Blackburn
Height: 6’ 7 1/2”
Eye Color: Brown
Zodiac Sign: Scorpio
@cmeredith05
Q: What teacher will you miss the most?
A: Mr. Andry because he’s the G.O.A.T.
Q: If you were a president, what would
be the first thing you would do?
A: Take a nap in the oval office.

Q: What is your best pickup line?
A: Did you sit on a pile of sugar? Cause you’ve
got a pretty sweet butt.
Q: Who is your favorite family member?
A: Jim Tritle.

Nick Padgett
PHS Archery

CO: Chandlyer Behr
Height: 6’ 0”
Eye Color: Blue
Zodiac Sign: Sagittarius
@padg2019
Q: What is your favorite brand?
A: Under Armor
Q: What teacher will you miss the most
A: Mr. Woolston because he has taught me a
lot, and is always there to listen when I need
him.

Ian Maxwell

Q: What is your least favorite season?
A: Winter, because it’s nasty.
Q: College that you hate and why?
A: University of Kentucky, because they
make me want to throw up.

Jesse Pease
Tri-Hi-Y

CO: Jenna Prater
Height: 5’ 11”
Eye Color: Blue
Zodiac Sign: Pisces
@My_Names_Dale
Q: Who is your biggest competition?
A: Nick Padgett, rednecks rule and I beat him
at homecoming, so revenge.
Q: Favorite childhood TV show?
A: Zoey 101.

